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Abstrakt
Denna uppsats fokuserar på översynen av termokemisk energilagring (TCES) -konceptet och
dess tillämpning i CSP-anläggningar (Concentrated Solar Power). TCES-konceptet har
granskats och analyserats kritiskt, belyser fördelarna och gräver i de utmaningar som denna
teknik måste övervinna för att nå kommersiell skala. Som ett växande koncept börjar
forskningsintresse bara växa. Studier är knappa och det finns bara en handfull experimentella
kampanjer. Detta arbete har därför fokuserat på konceptuell design, materialegenskaper
matchning och preliminär ekonomisk analys. Termodynamisk prestanda samt kinetik hos ett
modellsystem har beskrivits. Modelsystemet består av en fast bädd av kalciumhydroxid
(Ca(OH)2) aktiveradgenom värmeöverföring från smälta salter (MS). En
värmeöverföringsmodell byggdes med hjälp av COMSOL Multiphysics. Resultaten visar att
på grund av låga värmeledningsförmåga hos de studerade materialen krävs dåliga resultat
och långa laddningstider för materialaktivering. Kostnaden för systemet kan variera mellan
7 och 32 gånger kostnaden för nuvarande MS-lagring, vilket tyder på att viktiga förbättringar
krävs för utvecklingen av denna teknik.
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Abstract
This master thesis focuses on the review of the thermochemical energy storage (TCES)
concept and its application in Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plants. The TCES concept
has been reviewed and critically analyzed, highlighting the advantages and digging into the
challenges that this technology must overcome to reach commercial scale. As an emerging
concept, research interest is just starting to grow. Studies are scarce and there are only a
handful of experimental campaigns. This work has therefore focused on the conceptual
design, material properties matching and preliminary economic analysis. Thermodynamic
performance as well as kinetics of a model system have been described. The model system
consists of a solid bed of Calcium Hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) activated by heat transfer from
molten salts (MS). A heat transfer model was built using COMSOL Multiphysics. The results
indicate that due to low thermal conductivity of the studied materials, poor performance
results and long charging times are required for material activation. The cost of the system
can vary between 7 and 32 times the cost for current MS storage, highlighting that important
improvements are required for the development of this technology.
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1. Introduction
Given the current concern about climate change and drawbacks associated with consumption
of fossil fuels, the development of renewable energy technologies for power production has
seen an extensive increase in the last decade and has been further promoted by the Paris
agreement [1] [2]. Among renewable energy sources, solar power stands in the front line, as
it counts with numerous advantages, i.e., a resource rather spread through the planet, its use
represent no cost, promotes CO2 emissions reduction and it can be used both at small and
utility scale systems.
Currently, solar photovoltaic (PV) and Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) plants are proven
technology and have acquired commercial and utility productions levels but there are still
major challenges to overcome. In particular, CSP is a technology with wide room for
improvements. The main challenge is to achieve dispatchability in order to be fully
competitive with conventional power production [3]. As the solar resource is intermittent,
the required improvement is to develop successful storage systems. Storage technologies for
CSP plants have already been proven to work and are based mainly in the storage of sensible
heat through the use of molten salts. For this purpose, high amount of material is required to
store thermal energy for short periods of time and with high heat losses.
Technologies under research are focused on the use latent heat and thermochemical reactions.
Thermochemical Energy Storage (TCES) appears to be a feasible option to overcome current
problems, but unfortunately the available information nowadays is still scarce. The IEA has
defined the need to develop TCES systems with the aim of achieving a mature technology
by 2030 [4] to decrease effects of climate change and for this reason, efforts are carried out
in that direction.
The work hereby presented aims at evaluating the TCES concept and its integration into
current CSP technology. The methodology includes the review of thermochemical reaction
and the conceptual integration into a CSP layout. Key parameters such as energy density for
storage and cost will be analyzed, together with the study of heat transfer issues with the use
of a numerical model. These results are expected to provide directions on the future
development of TCES integrated CSP technologies.
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1.1.

Previous work on the topic

Most of the research in the field of thermochemical energy storage has focused on material
properties. Several studies have highlighted suitable materials for this application by
addressing key thermodynamic parameters [5] [6] while others have developed algorithms to
search for suitable materials [7]. Only a few studies give hint of the possible challenges and
so far, only a few attempts related to heat transfer issues have been reported [12] [8]. Some
projects under research by the US Energy department seek to develop successful TCES
systems with solid and gas components but unfortunately no results are available yet [11].
The topic of TCES was explored during the 1970s but was abandoned due to slow and
unsuccessful progress. In recent years, this technology has attracted new attention due to the
fast development of solar systems worldwide. The same trend is observed in the number of
published articles within the field in Figure 1. Only in the last 3 years the number of published
articles on the subject was above or around 100, which indicates how young the research in
the area is. To the best of our knowledge, only one experiment with published results is a
small-scale laboratory system which highlights the importance of the evaluation of heat
transfer issues [9]. Furthermore, no integration analysis and no estimations of economic
performance linked to CSP power plants have been reported.
140
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Figure 1. Number of articles published using the key words "thermochemical energy
storage" and "CSP". Data obtained from sciencedirect.com [10].
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1.2.

Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to provide insight on the TCES technology and evaluate the
potential for its integration into CSP plants. The specific objectives include:
•
•
•

Identification of materials and their characterization
Conceptual design: Identify key points for the integration of a particular
thermochemical reaction into a CSP layout.
Integration approach of a storage material into a CSP layout from a heat transfer
perspective.

1.3.

Methodology

1. Literature Research: a review of the CSP technology, including Thermal Energy
Storage (TES), as well as a more detailed review of TCES with focus on materials
with potential use for this application.
2. Conceptual design: to understand the possible functioning and integration of a novel
CSP-TCES coupled system
3. Acquaintance with modelling tools: specifically, with computational fluid dynamic
models and the software COMSOL Multiphysics, to model the charging step of the
TCES system.
4. Parametric analysis and cost estimation: to evaluate how different configuration
effect the overall cost of the system.
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2. Background
The aim of CSP technologies is to transform the energy from the sun into useful energy by
harvest of the sun’s thermal energy. The implementation of this technology at commercial
scale is relatively recent and because of this, there are only a handful of power plants
currently installed, although many more are on agenda [13]. Most of these projects take place
in areas with high solar irradiation like Spain, country that counts with 2304 MW installed,
the Mojave Desert in the US with 1745 MW, followed by countries with multiple projects
under construction or development like in the Atacama Desert in Chile with 840 MW, China
with 1360 MW, the MENA countries and South Africa, both with 700 MW and finally
Morocco and India with 500 MW [14]. Interestingly, this trend is taking place also in
countries with moderate levels of irradiation like China, country that is investing increasing
amounts of money in this technology and that is becoming a big player in increasing the
world’s CSP installed capacity.
The fundamental parts of a CSP plant are:
-

A solar collector/receiver, which is different depending on the specific CSP
technology
A power block, to transform the collected thermal energy into electricity
A storage unit, to account for the intermittency of the solar resource

A description of the technologies used to harvest the sun’s thermal energy, as well as to
transform it into electric energy, together with the means of storage used nowadays will be
introduced in this section.
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2.1.

Concentrated Solar Power technologies

The technologies used to harvest solar energy are basically 4. They differ in the way the solar
heat is collected and concentrated. The technologies are the Solar Tower (ST), Parabolic Dish
(PD), Fresnel Collector (FC) and Parabolic Trough (PT). A schematic of each technology
can be visualized in Figure 2. They will be described further below.

Figure 2. Concentrating technologies to harvest the energy from the sun
2.1.1. Solar Power Tower Technology
The Solar Power Tower Technology is characterized by the use of mirrors called heliostats
to harvest the solar heat. The heliostats are organized in a field and can track the sun to reflect
this radiation into a central tower. Each heliostat is mounted on a dual-axis tracking structure
which allows them to rotate on a horizontal and vertical plane. The tower accumulates the
heat into a receiver, a structure designed with high absorptivity materials. A HTF such as
molten salts are pumped up from a cold reservoir, heated in the receiver, and taken down
from the top of the tower to a hot reservoir. As required, molten salts are withdrawn from the
hot reservoir to go through a heat exchanger, heat up water to produce steam and run a steam
cycle. This technology allows for higher temperatures by the use of molten salts instead of
thermal oils, this is, up to 590 °C. Important aspects for the design of the solar field include
high reflectivity, high optical precision and high tracking accuracy for each heliostat in order
to obtain high temperatures in the receiver [15]. This technology can also be used with steam
5

as both the HTF in the receiver and the working fluid in the steam turbine in direct steam
generation facilities like the Ivanpah power plant in the Mojave Desert [16].
2.1.2. Parabolic Trough
A parabolic trough power plant is constituted by a field where a parabolic reflector is placed
with the aim to focus incoming solar radiation into an evacuated receiver to eliminate heat
losses. The receivers track the sun’s light in a single axis. They operate at thermal efficiencies
between 65 and 70% [17]. The receiver, covered with a glass envelope, absorbs the thermal
energy from incoming solar radiation and transfers it to the HTF [17]. This HTF is usually a
thermal oil, like Therminol®, that can effectively absorb heat at temperatures up to 400 °C
without undergoing thermal decomposition. This heat can be used to generate steam and
drive a steam cycle or can be coupled to a TES unit. The temperature levels achieved are
lower than the ones with the use of molten salts, being a challenge to couple this technology
with materials that can reach higher temperatures, although research is now focused on the
use of gases as working fluid [18]. This technology accounts for the highest installed capacity
worldwide and is the most mature among CSP technologies.
2.1.3. Parabolic Dish
This technology is recognized as the most efficient solution to concentrate solar energy,
specially at small scale (10-100) kWe, suitable for remote power in rural areas and places
distant from main grids or in clusters to reach higher capacity [19]. They are characterized
by having high optical efficiencies and low start-up losses leading to highly efficient solar
energy engines, but they suffer from a higher cost of construction per unit area, compared to
parabolic trough and Fresnel linear systems. Solar heat is concentrated in a dish and focused
in a focal point. Heat is transferred to a working fluid in a Stirling engine or a solar micro
gas turbine to produce electricity with high efficiency. Among the solar concentrating
technologies is the one with highest efficiency in the conversion of solar energy to electricity
(around 29,4%) [20] [21]. High capacity factors can be achieved but the main drawback for
its development is the burdensome process of integrating storage.
2.1.4. Linear Fresnel Reflector
Another type of collector is the Linear Fresnel Reflector, a long, narrow, flat or slightly
curved linear receiver that concentrate heat into a focal point common to all receivers. This
focal point, the receiver, is similar to the receiver in the PT collector. The aim of these
systems is to transfer solar heat to an absorber to ultimately run a steam cycle to produce
electricity. Maximum reported efficiency is 64% [22]. When compared to the other
concentrating technologies, LFR has the advantages of simple production, easy maintenance,
and low cost, therefore, it is well developed and extensively applied in solar thermal systems.
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2.2.

Power Block

In a CSP plant, the power cycle’s main role is to convert the harvested thermal energy into
mechanical work via a steam turbine, which in turn drives an electrical generator to produce
electricity.
The power generation is usually given by a steam Rankine cycle. Within the first stage of the
cycle, heat from molten salts or thermal oil is transferred to pressurized water, converting it
to the vapor phase. The high-pressure vapor is expanded in a high-pressure stage, reheated
and then expanded again in a low-pressure stage of the steam turbine. Cooling can be done
by water or air.
The superheated steam temperatures range from 370 °C up to 565 °C and pressures between
80–100 bar. High and low-pressure steam turbines with reheating and usually 4-6 steam
extractions for feed-water heating are commonly used [23]. The power block of one of the
emblematic CSP plants, Gemasolar (Seville, Spain) operates at inlet conditions of 542 °C
and 105 bar [24]. In case of low operating temperatures, an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)
can be used with organic substances as working fluid and temperatures up to 200 °C.
A typical layout of a power block and steam parameters in a CSP plant with molten salts as
HTF is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Typical steam parameters in a CSP power block with molten salts
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2.3.

Energy storage unit

In the previous sections the different technologies used to collect the sun’s heat were
described. When possible, thermal energy storage can be coupled to boost the performance
of the power plant, allowing to account for the intermittency of the solar resource. The main
concepts currently under use or development are the molten salts storage, the thermocline
tank and the steam accumulator.

2.3.1. Molten salts storage
This system is integrated to operate as storage unit of STPP, with molten salts as the HTF.
Thermal energy is stored in two tanks, one at high temperature (~ 560 °C) and another at low
temperature (~290 °C). Salts are pumped from the cold tank up to the receiver of the tower
and heated up. Hot molten salts flow down and are then stored in the hot tank. The sensible
heat absorbed by the salts is then transferred through a heat exchanger to water to drive a
steam Rankine cycle. This is the technology preferred when a high number of storage hours
is required [25]. The storage scheme connected to a STPP and a Rankine PB is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Two-tanks molten salt storage system in a STPP.
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2.3.2. Thermocline
The thermocline system is a one tank thermal storage unit where a wide range of storage
materials can be used. In principle, both the sensible and latent heat of these materials can be
used to store energy. The functioning of the thermocline storage depends on the presence of
a temperature gradient, called thermocline layer, that separates the upper hot from the bottom
cold zone. The thermocline layer should be as thin as possible to avoid mixing and to keep
high temperatures available for the power block. Hot HTF is always charged and withdrawn
from the top of the tank while cold HTF is charged and discharged from the bottom. As the
hot fluid is less dense than cold fluid, it stays at the top of the tank. In
Figure 5, a schematic of the process is shown. To reduce costs, a portion of the tank can be
filled up with cheap energy storage materials like gravel and glass, quartzite rock and silica
sand, among others.
Thermocline systems have lower efficiency than two tank systems because the useful thermal
energy recovered during discharge is lower than that supplied during the charging phase [23]
however, this is still a novel technology, forecasted as a cheaper storage solution than molten
salts.

Charge

Discharge
To steam cycle

From solar field

From steam cycle

To solar field

Figure 5. Thermocline energy storage system: charge and discharge
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2.3.3. Steam Accumulator
Some CSP plants make direct use of water as the HTF in a solar boiler, positioned on top of
the ST, and store energy in a steam accumulator [26]. This is a 2-phase variable-pressure
system that is characterized by a steel vessel filled with saturated hot water and saturated
steam during the charging mode. During discharging, the saturated steam is directly removed
from the top of the tank, thus reducing the pressure in the vessel, which causes water in the
tank to flash [27]. Due to the complexity of a storage system involving gas phases and high
pressures, the maximum number of storage hours is limited due to technical and economic
reasons. The maximum storage time in a CSP plant with pressurized water is 50 minutes in
Planta Solar 10 (PS10) in Seville, Spain and is used to handle cloud transients for operation
during the day [13]. Figure 6 shows the schematic and operation of a steam accumulator.

Figure 6. Direct steam generation using a Steam accumulator [28]
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3. Thermal Energy Storage
As mentioned before, TES allow to store thermal energy by heating a storage material. This
thermal energy is to be used later when required for applications such as heating or power
production [29].
Given the disadvantage that is the mismatch between solar supply and demand, these
technologies are integrated in CSP plants [7]. Because of its nature, the development of CSP
technologies is inevitably linked to the development of successful thermal energy storage
systems.
The importance of such systems is especially relevant from an economic point of view: solar
by itself is not able to produce electricity at times when demand is the highest, i.e., during
evenings, and correspondingly, prices are higher. Compared to traditional power production,
CSP is less attractive for investment, although current trends aiming for higher sustainability
are boosting the investment in CSP. Similarly, storage also allows to account for
meteorological variability due to the intermittency of the solar resource and cloudiness.
For a CSP facility to be able to produce at baseload, the abovementioned problems need to
be tackled through storage technologies, adding reliability to the system, increasing
bankability and revenues and increasing the capacity factor of a CSP plant.

3.1.

Storage technologies and development

The concept of energy storage is nothing but new. It has been used in hydropower, by
pumping water up to reservoirs at times when energy is cheaper. Electricity has been stored
as chemical energy in batteries and thermal energy in hot water tanks and even in ice.
Below,
Figure 7 shows an IEA study with the development curve of several storage technologies.
To what CSP concerns, sensible heat storage, i.e., molten salts, are depicted as an expensive
technology, though already commercial. Instead, TCES is shown at the bottom-left of the
research curve but with a low estimated investment cost and low risk, giving lights to its
feasibility of development.
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Figure 7. Maturity of energy storage technologies [30]

There are essentially 3 different ways in which thermal energy can be stored. Thermal energy
storage technologies can either use sensible heat, latent heat or the energy contained in
chemical bonds, namely thermochemical storage, as the working principle [29] [5]. All of
these are under different levels of development and maturity, as shown in Figure 8. They will
be described in the following sections.

Figure 8. Energy density and technology maturity of different storage technologies [27]
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3.2.

Sensible heat

Technologies using sensible heat are based in the heat exchange process of sensible heat, i.e.,
the process that changes the temperature of a material, without changing its fundamental
macroscopic properties and without phase change. It is the most known and its application is
rather straightforward, enjoying of conceptual and mechanical simplicity.
The sensible heat storage capacity of a material depends on the available temperature
difference between a heat source and sink, the amount of material and its specific heat,
according to [5].

𝑄 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝐶𝑝 ∗ ∆𝑇

(1)

Requirements for these materials are high density and high specific heat, good thermal
conductivity, good thermal diffusivity, easy manufacturing and low price, stable chemical
properties and low environmental impact [31]. The materials used for this purpose can be
both liquids or solids. Some of the materials used are water, thermal oils, sand rock and
reinforced concrete but the material most used for CSP storage is molten salts.

3.2.1. Molten Salts

Molten salt is the general denomination for what usually is a mixture of salts at high
temperature, above the melting point. The most used molten salt is the mixture 40% KNO3
and 60% NaNO3, also known as “solar salt”. Its melting process starts at 204 °C, its fusion
at 220 °C and it is stable up to 600°C before starting to decompose and release gaseous NOx
[32]. Although operation with MS is relatively simple and straightforward, there are some
important drawbacks. For instance, corrosion issues are a constant concern while operating
with these salts at high temperature in storage tanks, piping and heat exchangers. Another
disadvantage is that they have low volumetric energy density and low specific heat (1.59 J/g
K) [33] [34], resulting in a bulky storage system. As a reference, Table 1 provides the amount
of MS required for 2 CSP plants:
Table 1. Amount of MS required for thermal energy storage in 2 CSP plants
CSP facility
Andasol 1
Atacama II

Storage hours
7.5
17.5

MS tons
28000
43000
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Reference
[36]
[35] [37]

Similarly, Figure 9 below shows a PT-CSP facility coupled to a TES unit, where it can be
easily seen the bulky molten salts tanks.

Figure 9. Storage and heat exchangers layout in a PT CSP facility [38].
Another disadvantage is the high solidification temperature of these salts, typically between
200 and 250 °C, resulting in significant energy requirements during the night-time to prevent
solidification and damage to components when heat is not being collected. If these salts are
allowed to solidify, serious mechanical problems can occur[4]. This results in extra fossil
fuel back up to keep the temperature of the salts above the solidification temperature.
Due to these reasons, the storage represents nowadays around 20% of total investment cost
of a CSP plant and this value increases with the increase of storage hours [36], signifying a
potential for technology improvements that can bring down the cost of the projects with
benefits electricity cost wise. On the other hand, and given the simplicity of the concept,
these drawbacks could be overcome with the use of materials with improved heat capabilities.
Some advanced research for high temperature sensible heat storage has been focused on
carbonates and ternary carbonate mixtures with specific heat capacities around 4.9 (J/g*K)
[33], with special focus on low solidification temperatures and high thermal stability, but this
is still under research and requires the use of expensive materials. An extensive review on
MS physical and chemical properties can be found in [39].
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3.3.

Latent heat

Latent heat storage makes use of the energy involved in the phase change of a material and
is a technology that is under development and demonstration phase [29]. A phase change is
a process that occurs at constant temperature and uses the heat of fusion for a solid-liquid
transition and the heat of vaporization for a liquid-vapor transition, which are values well
defined that depend on both the temperature and pressure. Materials used for latent heat
storage applications are known as Phase Changing Materials (PCM). The energy associated
to the process is given by the amount of material and the enthalpy connected with the phase
change, according to

𝑄=

𝑚
𝑀

∗ ∆𝐻

(2)

The heat delivered is transferred to a heat sink at constant temperature. Most of these systems
use the heat of fusion involved in systems comprising solid and liquid phases. This allows a
simpler system design, without intervention of vapor phase and without significant changes
in the volume and pressure of the system. The simplicity in design and operation is traded
for lower enthalpy values, as the heat of vaporization is usually higher than the heat of fusion
of a substance. These systems present advantages compared to sensible heat storage, like
higher energy density, being able to provide storage with a reduced volume. Constant supply
temperature is also an advantage [40].
An example system is the one shown in Figure 10. One or multiple types of PCMs can be
mixed or layered in a reactor where a HTF is circulated.

Figure 10. Mixed PCM - fluid storage [42]
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The binary PCM NaNO3/KNO3 is the std. commercial material nowadays. Other materials
with potential as PCM for storage can be found in [40] and Table 2 shows data for some
materials with potential for latent heat storage applications.
Table 2. Data for selected materials with potential for latent heat storage applications [27]
Material
H2O
NaNO3
KNO3
KOH
Al
MgCl2

𝑻𝒎𝒆𝒍𝒕 (°𝑪)
0
307
335
380
660
714

∆𝑯 (J/g)
333.6
177
88
149.7
398
452

Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
0.6(l) at 20°C
0.5
0.5
0.5
250
-

Some drawbacks of this technology include the complex system design for heat transfer from
PCMs to a HTF. These systems have low heat extraction from the storage medium because
of the low thermal conductivity of the solid phase. In Table 2 above, the thermal conductivity
of some materials is shown. Most of them have very low thermal conductivity values for
successful application. On the other hand, pure Aluminum has a thermal conductivity well
above common inorganic salts but requiring higher temperatures for activation. PCMs with
high melting temperature and without the use of a HTF have been suggested as promising
storage systems [41]. In any case, this is a technology with high potential for energy storage
applications and surely will be developed further in the coming years.
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3.4.

Thermochemical energy

Thermochemical energy storage (TCES) is an emerging technology that allows to store heat
for later use. It is a technology with potential for a wide range of temperature applications,
below 100°C and above 1000°C [7]. Specifically, its ability to store heat at high temperature
has attracted attention for its potential to improve the performance of CSP plants. So far it
has only been tested for low temperature, small-scale residential applications like daily and
seasonal water heating [43] [44]. It has been suggested that the highest potential for compact
thermal storage is in thermochemical materials [6] and for this reason, special attention from
CSP researchers has been attracted.
Thermochemical heat storage systems are based on thermochemical reactions, which are
studied by a branch of physical chemistry called thermochemistry, that deals with thermal
changes associated to chemical and physical reactions, i.e., the energy contained in chemical
bonds and molecular interactions [45].
Unlike heat storage technologies that use sensible and latent heat, thermochemical reactions
can achieve higher heat density levels, higher storage density, lower volume requirements
and they have also the ability to preserve energy for longer periods without heat loss [46].
The main requirement is that the reaction needs to be reversible; the products formed have to
be able to recombine and regenerate the initial material, after adding the required energy
input. Zhang et al. demonstrated that improved TES systems, with a possible increase in
operating temperature, would reduce the required storage volume, while leading to a higher
efficiency of the power block due to the increase in the Carnot efficiency heat engine to
electrical power.
The thermochemical heat storage potential for a given material depend on the amount of
material and the enthalpy of the process, according to

𝑄=

𝑚
𝑀

∗ ∆𝐻

(3)

It is known that under equilibrium conditions, this is, at constant temperature and pressure,
the Gibbs energy is equal to zero

∆𝐺 = ∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆

(4)

This helps to estimate the maximum amount of reversible work that can be performed by a
thermodynamic system. This makes the enthalpy equal to the term T∆S. Based on this,
chemical reactions that imply a high change in entropy levels will have high associated
enthalpy. In this sense, systems that go from a state with a high degree of order (a solid) to
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one with a very low degree of order (a gas) will result in large enthalpy and will deliver (or
absorb) high amounts of energy depending if the process is endothermic or exothermic.
The operation of this system is based on a typical reversible chemical reaction, like the one
shown below:
𝐴↔𝐵+𝐶

∆𝐻 °

The material A absorbs solar heat in a direct or indirect process. The energy absorbed in the
endothermic process, equivalent to the enthalpy ∆H, is used to conduct a chemical reaction.
Here, the initial product decomposes into 2 new products, B and C, which need to be
separated while the reaction occurs. The system is now charged, and the energy stored into 2
different materials. Later, when energy is required, the 2 products B and C are mixed and
allowed to react to regenerate the initial material A and liberate heat in the exothermic
process, the same amount as the one absorbed in the charging step, ∆H. This process is
described in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Simplified representation of the charge, store and discharge process based on
thermochemical reactions [47]
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Desirable characteristics regarding materials and process are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy separation of reaction products
Cheap and abundant materials
Non-toxic materials
Good storage capabilities
High volumetric energy density
Thermally stable

The most studied systems for thermochemical storage applications are the ones comprising
metal hydroxides, metal carbonates and metal hydrides [5]. All of them are solids that liberate
a gas as a product in an endothermic reaction. They are interesting because they have high
heat storage density and also, the reaction products can be easily separated. These systems
will be reviewed in more detail in the next section.
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4. Overview of thermochemical reactions
After providing the fundamentals of thermal energy storage, a new literature research was
performed focusing on thermochemical reactions and their properties. There are many
possible reactions that could be used for thermochemical storage applications, but these
reactions need to have the right characteristics to be successfully integrated in such process.
This implies the study of their thermodynamic properties, to know the amount of energy
expected to be transferred, but also the study of their kinetic properties, to know if the reaction
takes place at a rate suitable for storage applications. Moreover, temperature and pressure
requirements for the reaction to proceed need to be suitable for the application under study.
In general, material development is required to match the materials characteristics with what
is required in the process. An approach to a number of suitable processes has been identified
by the SunShot initiative of the US Department of Energy [48]. These processes are
summarized below:
a. Solid-based reactant plus a gas-phase reactant: MO + CO2 → MCO3
b. Systems that have liquid reactant(s) and liquid product(s)
c. Organic reactions that could be possible below 400 °C, e.g.,
depolymerization/polymerization conversion
d. Polymerization/depolymerization reactions based on siloxane chemistry [-S(CH3)2O-]n
f. Polymerization/depolymerization of sulfur
g. Metallurgical conversions involving molten metals and metal oxides
h. Gas reactants to liquid or gas products
i. Methanation with catalysts from 600‒700 °C
j. Gas reactants to gas products
From these systems, reactions in group (a) are identified as advantageous because of the high
enthalpy of the process, also, some materials can be find easily and are cheap. From group
(b), e.g., neutralization reactions, the volumes required would be too large due to the low heat
of neutralization of diluted components. Polymerization of organics (c-f) in general is
conducted under temperatures below 400 °C to avoid the mineralization of the organic
compounds, a temperature too low for high-performance CSP applications. Metallurgical
conversions (g) are also attractive from a CSP perspective, because of high energy density
and temperatures. This is the base of the 2 tanks MS storage. Gas reactants and products (j),
even when high enthalpies can be involved, adds the complication of operation with big
volumes of gas, at high temperature and pressure.
Reactions in group (a) where investigated further and it was identified that the reversible
reactions of metal hydrides, carbonates and hydroxides are promising for CSP applications.
These materials and reactions will be discussed in detail next.
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4.1.

Metal Hydrides

Hydrides are a family of chemical compounds characterized by the presence of Hydrogen.
Their properties depend on to which atom Hydrogen is bonding with. They do not occur
naturally on Earth. In particular, an ionic hydride is the name given to a series of chemical
compounds where H acts as a nucleophile, having an oxidation state equal to -1 and where it
bonds with alkaline and alkaline metals with an electropositive character (E.O. +1 or +2).
Metal hydride systems are the ones in which H bonds to a transition metal.
The virtual use of these compounds for energy storage is based on H2 storage. A metal
hydride decomposes at high temperature and releases gaseous Hydrogen, leaving the pure
solid metal in the reaction bed.
The produced Hydrogen can be stored as a pressurized gas, but this would typically require
huge storage volumes. This can be avoided by using a mixed Hydride system, which consists
of a metal hydride that decomposes at high temperature, also called High Temperature Metal
Hydride (HTMH), able to absorb solar heat equivalent to the dissociation enthalpy, producing
the pure metal and molecular Hydrogen. As Hydrogen is released, it is conducted to another
storage tank where it can be adsorbed by a Low Temperature Metal Hydride (LTMH). Figure
12 shows a system currently under research by the SunShot program. The system depicted is
a conceptual design that shows a solid hydride metal bed that receives heat from hot sodium
coming from the power tower. The produced hydrogen is absorbed in a secondary tank and
released back when required to heat up the sodium and to drive the power block.

Figure 12. Conceptual system under study using melted Sodium as HTF [49].
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A key challenge in these systems is to match the HTMH system with a suitable LTMH
storage material to produce systems that are self-regulating [50]. Also, heat transfer issues
need to be overcome because even if the enthalpy of the process is important, it also is the
thermal conductivity of the material that allows an efficient and rapid heat transfer process
and in general, the thermal conductivity of metal hydrides is very low [51]. The most studied
metal hydrides are briefly described below.

4.1.1. Magnesium Hydride - MgH2
Magnesium Hydride, MgH2, is a chemical compound classified as an alkaline earth hydride.
It does not occur naturally on Earth, so it should be synthetized. It contains 7.66% of H2 on
its structure. Its reversible decomposition reaction has been studied as potential for storage
systems. It needs to absorb the equivalent to 2850 kJ/kg to decompose to solid Mg and
gaseous H2 [50] at Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP) conditions, according to the
following:
𝑘𝐽

∆𝐻𝑓° = 75.2 𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝑀𝑔𝐻2(𝑠) ↔ 𝑀𝑔(𝑠) + 𝐻2(𝑔)

(5)

Standard Temperature and Pressure is defined by IUPAC as 0°C and 1 bar. The working
temperatures range between 200 °C and 500 °C with a hydrogen partial pressure between 1
and 100 bar, high pressures which requires special pressure vessels when stored [52]. It is
considered as a medium temperature heat storage material. Its use would represent an
improvement in terms of higher energy density.
Experiments with MgH2 have been performed for the first time by Groll et. Al. [53] with
promising results. In more recent experiments it was found that the kinetics of pure MgH2
are not convenient and that sintering effect occur on Mg at temperatures above 450 °C. Also,
as the reaction is slow, a catalytic process must be used. MgH2 must be doped with Ni to
increase the reaction rate. This resulting material has good stability and cycling conditions,
but it was reported an increased sintering effect [54]. It has also been found that Mg is prone
to oxidize to MgO. Further development of such systems especially in terms of material is
needed.
A MgH2 system for energy storage will need a pressure tank to store the solid MgH2/Mg and
a second tank to store the released H2, which based on estimations [54] would be extremely
large. Another possibility is to have a mixed hydride system, like a Fe-Ti or La-Ni systems,
decreasing the volume of the storage tanks and providing several advantages for energy
utilization [54]. Relevant data for this material is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Thermochemical data of MgH2
Thermochemical data

Value

Unit

Weight
Density
Specific heat capacity
Std molar Entropy
Std Enthalpy of formation
Gibbs free energy

26.32
1.45
35.4
31.1
-75.3
-35.9

g/mol
g/mL
J/molK
J/molK
kJ/mol
kJ/mol

4.1.2. Calcium Hydride - CaH2
As well as MgH2, Calcium Hydride, CaH2 does not occur naturally on Earth. It is synthetized
by direct combination of Ca and H2 at high temperature, as shown below:
𝐶𝑎𝐻2(𝑠) ↔ 𝐶𝑎(𝑠) + 𝐻2(𝑔) ∆𝐻𝑓° = −181.5 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙

(6)

The reaction has a heat of formation of 4312 kJ/kg at 25°C and at 950°C the energy released
during hydrogen absorption is 4494 kJ/kg [50]. Due to this, it has attracted attention for
possible high-temperature CSP applications. The reaction operates between 1–10 bar and
950-1100 °C, high temperatures ideal for an efficient cycle and relatively low pressure, which
virtually eliminates pressure reactor designs.
Some of the drawback of this system refer to the susceptibility of Calcium to oxidize
irreversibly to Calcium Oxide and also, the expensive Nickel coating needed for a storage
tank able to operate above 1000 °C [55].
Its thermodynamic properties are more attractive than those of MgH2. Some works indicate
that a storage system working with CaH2 and a LTMH could be economically feasible
compared to other materials but on the other hand, the highest cost in the TES system would
be given by the LTMH [56].
Thermodynamic properties of CaH2 and other metal hydrides can be found in [57] and Table
4 shows some relevant thermodynamic data for this material.
Table 4. Thermochemical properties of CaH2
Thermochemical data

Value

Unit

Weight
Density
Specific heat capacity
Std molar Entropy

42.09
1.7
41.0
41.4

g/mol
g/mL
J/molK
J/molK
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Thermochemical data
Std Enthalpy of formation
Gibbs free energy

Value
-181.5
-142.5

Unit
kJ/mol
kJ/mol

4.1.3. Titanium Hydride -TiH

Another promising but less studied system is given by the decomposition of Titanium
Hydride. The Titanium reaction with Hydrogen is non-stoquimetric, following the relation
TiH2-x, with 1<x<2, and commonly x = 1.72. This system releases H2 under heating and
follows the equation:
∆𝐻𝑓° = −142.4 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝑇𝑖𝐻1.72(𝑠) ↔ 𝑇𝑖(𝑠) + 1.72/2𝐻2

(7)

Its working temperature and pressure are between 650 - 950 °C and 0.5 - 10 bar. This range
allows for simple stainless-steel storage construction, an advantage when compared to CaH2.
Titanium is less prone to oxidation after a thin, nano-sized oxide shell of Titanium Dioxide
(TiO2) has formed, which protects the elemental Titanium from further oxidation while
allowing for hydrogen diffusion [55]. Advantages over the other 2 systems can be
summarized as higher bulk density, high enthalpy but at the same time, it is the most
expensive out of the Metal Hydrides here reviewed. This system has been tested without the
use of a LTMH with interesting and promising results [55]. Table 5 shows the relevant
Thermodynamic data:
Table 5. Thermochemical data for TiH [58]
Thermochemical data

Value

Unit

Weight
density
Specific heat capacity
Std molar Entropy
Std Enthalpy of formation
Gibbs free energy

49.88
3.752
30.09
29.71
-142.39
-105.1

g/mol
g/mL
J/molK
J/molK
kJ/mol
kJ/mol
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4.2.

Metal Carbonates

A Carbonate is a salt from Carbonic Acid (H2CO3), containing the anion CO3-2 being able to
form bond with metals like Ca, Mg, Fe and K, among others. The most common is calcite or
Calcium Carbonate. They occur naturally on earth, mainly in sedimentary rock and because
of this they tend to be easily accessible in volume and cost. The most relevant feature of a
Carbonate system is that their use in TCES applications depends on the storage of CO2 gas.
CO2 can be stored as a liquid when pressurized to 60 bar at room temperature, showing an
advantage in terms of storage volume when compared to metal hydrides. Another possibility
is to store it in an adsorbent material as activated carbon or zeolites.
Calcium Carbonate is the most widely available carbonate. It is a chemical compound that
can be readily found in nature as calcite and aragonite but mainly as limestone, which
contains both mineral forms. Its high endothermic dissociation energy makes it a candidate
for application in high temperature thermochemical energy storage. It undergoes thermal
decomposition or calcination at temperatures above 840 °C to form CaO, commonly known
as quicklime, according to
𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3(𝑠) ↔ 𝐶𝑎𝑂(𝑠) + 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) ∆𝐻𝑓° = −167 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙

(8)

A TCES system based on this material can operate at temperatures around 650 – 1000 °C. It
has been reported a volumetric heat storage density of 1340 kWh/m3, a volumetric storage
capacity is 670 kWhth/m3 and a storage capacity of the solid is 0.6 kWhth/kg [5].
The feasibility of this reaction for CSP applications has been evaluated at laboratory scale.
An energy optimized process leading to a global CSP-CaL integration efficiency above 43%
with high feasibility index was proposed by Alovisio et. Al. [59]. They used a pressure tank
at 75 bar and ambient temperature to store the produced CO2.
Some studies indicate appropriate kinetics of the reaction, with possible charging and
discharging times below 5 minutes [60]. Also, the low cost of natural CaO precursors such
as limestone (below $10/ton) is an advantage [59].
On the downside, depending on the particle size the reaction may not be fully reversible,
because of reduced area due to sintering of CaO. Smaller particle size has shown better
cycling stability [5]. Because of this, some studies look to achieve important energy and
economic targets with modified CaCO3 to overcome some of the problems with the pure
compound [11].
In Table 6, the relevant thermochemical data is shown, together with data for MgCO3 for
comparison. Both Carbonates have similar properties but the limiting factor for MgCO3 is
the low Teq, around 303 °C at 1 atm, too low for CSP applications [60].
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Table 6. Thermochemical data for CaCO3 [60] [61]
Thermochemical data

CaCO3

MgCO3

Unit

Weight
Density
Specific heat capacity
Std molar Entropy
Std Enthalpy of formation
Gibbs free energy
Thermal conductivity

100.09
2.83
83.5
91.7
-1207.6
-1129.1
3.8 – 7.2

84.31
3.05
75.51
65.7
-1095.8
-1012.2

g/mol
g/mL
J/molK
J/molK
kJ/mol
kJ/mol
W/mK

4.3.

Metal Oxides

Metal oxides that have attracted attention for CSP applications are mainly Lithium Hydroxide
(LiOH) and Calcium Hydroxide (Ca(OH)2). The main feature of this materials when
compared to the Hydrides and Carbonates is that the products formed after the reaction are a
solid metal oxide and water, which can be stored more easily than Hydrogen and CO2 gases.
The reactions taking place are the following:
2𝐿𝑖𝑂𝐻(𝑠) ↔ 𝐿𝑖2 𝑂(𝑠) + 𝐻2 𝑂(𝑙)

𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2(𝑠) ↔ 𝐶𝑎𝑂(𝑠) + 𝐻2 𝑂(𝑙)

(9)

(10)

In terms of material stability, Calcium Hydroxide shows the same drawbacks as previous
systems, like agglomeration. Also, metal oxides in general have poor heat transfer
characteristics and undergo sintering at high temperatures. Very few studies are known in
this area, besides the experimental work performed in DLR [5]. In Table 7, the properties of
these hydroxides are summarized.
Table 7. Thermochemical data for Calcium and Lithium Hydroxides [62] [63]
Thermochemical data

Ca(OH)2

LiOH

Unit

Weight
Density
Specific heat capacity
Std molar Entropy

74.09
2.343
87.4456
83.3871

23.95
1.45
49.7
42.82

g/mol
g/mL
J/molK
J/molK
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Thermochemical data
Std Enthalpy of formation
Gibbs free energy
Thermal conductivity

Ca(OH)2
-985.2
-897.5
0.4

LiOH
-484.9
-439
11.29

Unit
kJ/mol
kJ/mol
W/mK

Lithium Hydroxide by itself does not have good mechanical properties, but some oxides
mixtures containing Lithium have. The thermochemical properties are in general no better
than the ones for Ca(OH)2 but the key factor is the superior thermal conductivity of the
material, so it makes for an easier heat transfer process. As most Lithium based chemical, it
is expensive and no widely available.
Regarding CSP integration, some schemes have been proposed, like the one shown in Figure
13. Here, a fluid provides heat to drive the reaction and the released water is stored separately.

Figure 13. Sorption based thermochemical storage based on the calcium hydroxide
decomposition. Source: Climatewell
This scheme has been proposed by several companies such as ClimateWell
(www.climatewell.se) and SaltX (www.saltx.com). At the moment, only low temperature
domestic applications have been demonstrated but with no mayor capacity improvements
when compared to water storage systems [63].
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4.4.

Discussion on thermochemical materials
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The materials analyzed in the previous sections are the most promising for application in
TCES for CSP and they have several advantages in common. Higher storage temperature
than current systems and the ability to store energy for long periods of time, as long as the
products remain separated. With the properties for each material defined, the Volumetric
Energy Content (VEC) can be estimated. Figure 14 shows the plot of the volumetric energy
content for a 1m3 basis, together with the material cost.
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Figure 14. Plot of the volumetric energy content of the studied materials for a volume of
1.0 m3 and cost in USD/ton.
The VEC varies importantly depending on the material, in this case ranging from 2600 MJ/m3
to near 8000 MJ/m3. The 2 hydroxides studied show very different VEC, being Lithium
Hydroxide the most favorable, confirming what literature studies predicted with Lithium
compounds. Calcium Carbonate shows a moderate volumetric energy content and finally,
Calcium Hydride shows favorable results, similar to those with Lithium Hydroxide.
The same Figure also shows the cost in USD per ton of material. Along with a high VEC,
Lithium Hydroxide also has a very high cost. This drawback with the use of Lithium
compounds has been highlighted extensively although research still focuses in this material
for its exceptional performance and properties. With a similar performance but lower cost,
Calcium Hydride stands as the preferred material for the NRELAB to study the
thermochemical energy storage with a solid-gas system.
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Calcium Carbonate and Calcium Hydroxide, as extensively available materials enjoy of a
very low price and acceptable energy contents.
Unfortunately, the studies in this field are limited to a handful of experimental campaigns
and a few computational simulations, but none of them correlates all the parameters that
influence the potential application of a thermochemical reaction in a TCES system.
Similarly, no study was found where the thermodynamic, kinetic and physical properties of
the material are evaluated simultaneously. In a TCES system coupled to a CSP plant, the
solar heat must be transferred in some way to the thermochemical material. As proposed by
some authors, this can be done through a HTF such as molten salts, using the already known
SPPT infrastructure. Furthermore, there is always the possibility to design and develop direct
concentration systems, able to concentrate the solar heat directly onto the solid TC material.
This would bring for sure new challenges. If a HTF is used, then both the reaction rate, energy
content per mass unit and heat transfer from MS to the TC material must be evaluated to
provide deeper insight. This is the approach that this work will attempt to take in the next
sections.
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5. Conceptual design of a TCES system
A further assessment of the TCES system requires the study of integration possibilities with
CSP technologies. This analysis looks to answer the questions, is it possible to integrate
TCES into CSP systems? Is it reasonable to seek the deployment of this technology? What
are the main limitations? How would such system look like? These questions need to be
approached in order to continue with a technical assessment. As mentioned earlier, the
storage unit could be designed to be adapted to CSP technology by direct or indirect means
in terms of heat transfer. This section will deal with both scenarios and with a specific
material for the conceptual approach.
With focus on products separation and storage, the storage of water would be easier than CO2
or H2 storage. The separation process in every case is fairly simple but the storage of a gas
brings up multiple challenges, especially when is not easy to liquify or pressurize high
volumes, resulting in high cost, both because of the equipment and also for the energy
required to do so. Water as a product is far more easily storable by condensation as a liquid
and also, as a versatile material, can be used in multiple ways to be integrated into the system.
The matching of the HTF operation temperature and the equilibrium temperature of the
thermochemical material must also be taken into account. Because of the previous, the
decomposition reaction of Calcium Hydroxide is preferred. The most relevant configurations
examined will be discussed next.

5.1.

Indirect system

The indirect system described here uses molten salts as the HTF to drive a steam cycle and
media to heat up the thermochemical system. The thermochemical storage system comprises
a thermochemical reactor (TCR), where the thermochemical reaction takes place and a water
tank (WT) is also required to store the secondary product, in this case, water. The layout of
a CSP plant with indirect TCES is shown below in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Conceptual integrated design of a TCES system in a SPT CSP plant

5.1.1. Charge
To charge the storage during the day, the solar heat is accumulated in a SPT and this heat is
transferred to molten salts. Molten salts can directly then transfers heat to the TCES unit [24].
At the beginning of this stage, the TCR has Ca(OH)2 starting to increase its temperature and
the WT is empty. Only when the operational conditions allow for some diversion of MS flow
towards the TCR, its starts being charged.
For the TCR to be fully charged, it is required that the tank and its content reach the minimum
charging temperature for the reaction to occur. As the products are formed, water will start
being released and collected in the WT. Water produced is liquid but due to the high
temperature inside the reactor, it evaporates immediately, absorbing some of the available
heat. It can be condensed to be stored avoiding bulky systems. While heating up and at
temperatures around 358 °C, water starts slowly to be released from Ca(OH)2, reaching a
maximum at 547 °C and 1 atm. The TCR will then contain only CaO. While this process
takes place, the steam cycle can be run in parallel with the molten salts.
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5.1.2. Discharge
Depending on the use of the storage, the discharge could take place in different ways. When
the heat available from the solar field is not enough to operate the steam cycle at nameplate
capacity, or if the purpose is only to handle transients, the storage is used and the water stored
is added to the TCR. The CaO rapidly starts to be hydrated and at the same time Ca(OH)2
starts being formed, process which releases heat equivalent to the absorbed in the charging
stage.
This heat can be then transferred again to a smaller molten salts loop or directly to steam to
run the steam turbine.
Depending on the purpose of the storage also, the addition of water to the TCR can be
controlled in way that the reaction does not take place all at once, to avoid a constant decrease
in sensible heat in the storage.
When the storage is fully discharged, the WT is empty and the TCR is again full of Ca(OH)2
at high temperature.

5.2.

Direct system

A direct system should be able to concentrate solar radiation onto the storage unit filled with
the material undergoing the thermochemical reaction. Many advantages can be expected with
operation based in this system. First, the high temperature would not be limited by the
properties of a fluid such as molten salts that undergo thermal decomposition above 590 °C
and there would be also no limits for the low temperature, given that molten salts need to be
kept over 290 °C to avoid solidification. This limits operational temperatures and consumes
important amounts of energy. Secondly, the complicated heat transfer process by itself from
MS to Ca(OH)2 would be avoided and heat could be directly concentrated onto the reactor
for the reaction to proceed, leaving only the heat transfer process in the power block section.
Even if simpler in terms of heat transfer, this system would require the design of a whole
new CSP layout. A proposed scheme is shown in Figure 16. It shows an operation mode
where the water released from the reaction tank is used to transfer heat to the power block
and then accumulated in a water buffer to be released as required in the reaction tank. No
molten salts are involved in any stage of this process. Steam cycle temperature and pressure
are shown only as reference.
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Figure 16. Direct system. TCES with solar heat concentrated onto the storage unit
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5.3.

Conceptual design discussion

The previous analysis was meant to stablish the foundations of what is required in a TCES
and was useful to identify further work. This work will deal in particular with an indirect
system, because, if successful, it can be coupled to existing and planned power plants. Three
main questions arise about the technical performance of such system and these are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How fast can the thermochemical reaction take place?
How much energy can be delivered?
How would MS transfer heat to a solid metal hydroxide?
In how much time can a TCES system be charged?

In order to answer these questions, a logical sequence for technology development must be
followed. In the next section the required thermochemical and kinetic fundaments of the
reaction will be studied. With this information, a model will be implemented in the software
COMSOL Multiphysics to evaluate the real time required for a certain amount of material to
undergo a thermochemical reaction.
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6. Calcium Hydroxide characterization
The Calcium Hydroxide decomposition reaction will be studied from a chemical,
thermochemical and kinetic perspective. A thorough material and reaction description is
required for further integration evaluation and heat transfer studies.

6.1.

Chemistry

Calcium hydroxide is an inorganic compound with many industrial applications. It has
traditionally been called slaked lime. It does not occur naturally on Earth, but it can be
manufactured by combining Calcium Oxide, or quicklime, with water. Calcium Oxide in
turn is obtained by thermal decomposition of Ca-containing minerals, like lime, according to
Equation 11. Lime is the generic name given to Calcium Carbonate. The hydration reaction
is called slaking (Equation 12) and the heat released corresponds to 1140 kJ/kg of CaO [66]
𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3(𝑠) → 𝐶𝑎𝑂(𝑠) + 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔)

(11)

𝐶𝑎𝑂(𝑠) + 𝐻2 𝑂(𝑙) → 𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2(𝑠)
The appearance of these compounds is a white, odorless powder as shown in
Figure 17. They are non-toxic, but the aspiration of small particles can cause respiratory
problems. They are only slightly irritant at contact with its aqueous mixtures.

Figure 17. Left: Calcium Oxide. Right: Calcium Hydroxide
Much knowledge about the chemistry of this species has been acquired through the industrial
processes in which they are involved. They are currently used as food additives, in dentistry
application and as construction and building materials [67] [68] [69].
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There are some aspects that need to be considered when designing a TCES with this material.
It is known that the reaction of quicklime with water is associated with an increase in volume
by a factor of at least 2.5 [66], fact that must be considered when designing storage systems.
The thermal behavior is also well studied. When exposed to heat, powdered Ca(OH)2 starts
to decompose at 359 °C, until the reaction is completed at around 547 °C and the water vapor
pressure reaches 1 atm [66]. Another reference indicates dehydration takes place at medium
temperatures (350-600 °C), depending on the concentration of water vapor in the gas phase
[70].
Ca(OH)2 does not have a fusion point: it just thermally decomposes and releases water at
around 550 °C. In turn, Calcium Oxide fusion temperature is 2900 °C. Solubility in water is
low for both materials, being reported 0.17 g/100 mL of water for Ca(OH)2 and 0.13 g/100
mL of water for CaO [71]. Water mixtures have an alkaline character and can be used in iron
and steel containers without risk of reaction.
As the slaking of lime is a key process in the industry, its operation parameters are well
defined. The injection of water vapor to CaO at high temperature increases the temperature
rise in the reactor and the process takes place faster. The added water is called “slaking
water”. The amount of water to add will depend on the desired result. Water in excess could
decrease the temperature of the reaction media.
Both Calcium Hydroxide and Calcium Oxide are widely used in the industry due to their
basic character and low cost. Prices for Ca(OH)2 range from USD 75 up to 250 per metric
ton, depending on the purity and the country of origin [72]. The average cost is around
US$136.9 per metric ton, a price slightly higher than the one for CaO at USD 115.4 per
metric ton [73]. Compared to MS, they are much cheaper. Molten salts price is around USD
1000 per ton [74], a price 10 times higher and some sources indicate a strong increase in its
cost due to the increase in the demand for CSP projects under construction and planned.
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6.2.

Thermochemistry

To understand the thermal behavior of the pair CaO/Ca(OH)2 is necessary to understand also
their thermochemical processes. First, it is necessary to know the thermodynamic parameters
such as enthalpy, entropy, free energy of Gibbs, as well as physical properties like heat
capacity, density and thermal conductivity. The thermodynamic data can be found as the
standard formation energy in Table 8.
Table 8. Thermochemical data tabulated at 25°C and 1 bar [71]
∆H°f
kJmol-1

∆G°f
kJmol-1

S°
J/molK

Cp°
J/molK

H2O

-292.7

-

-

CaO

-634.9

-603.3

Ca(OH)2

-985.2

-897.5

Material

Cp f(T)
400 K

600 K

800 K

1000 K

37.1

34.3

36.4

38.8

41.4

38.1

42

46.6

50.5

52.4

53.7

83.4

87.5

98.4

107.4

-

-

6.2.1. Calculation of heat of reaction at standard conditions
The enthalpy of the reaction of interest can be estimated for the temperature and pressure
required. For the reaction
𝐶𝑎𝑂(𝑠) + 𝐻2 𝑂(𝑙) → 𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2(𝑠)
The standard heat of reaction can be calculated according to Hess Law, with the enthalpy of
formation at standard conditions of products and reactants [45] according to:

∆𝐻 = 𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 − 𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠

(12)

∆𝐻°298 𝐾 = ∆𝐻°𝑓 𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2(𝑠) − [∆𝐻°𝑓 𝐶𝑎𝑂(𝑠) + ∆𝐻°𝑓 𝐻2 𝑂(𝑙) ]
Replacing with data from Table 8:
∆𝐻°298 𝐾 = [−985,2] − [634,92 + (−292,72)] 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙
∆𝐻°298 𝐾 = −57,56 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙
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(13)

Or equivalently, -1027.85 kJ/kg, which is the enthalpy of the process at standard condition,
this is, 273,15 K and 1 bar. The negative sign indicates that heat is released during the
process, constituting an exothermic reaction.
The previous calculation is just an approximation and is not sufficient to evaluate in a critical
way the performance of a thermochemical system. Thermodynamic properties are strongly
dependent on the temperature, so in this case, the enthalpy of the reaction must be calculated
at the temperature the main process will occur; this is, at the equilibrium temperature where
the reaction will take place.
6.2.2. Evaluation of enthalpy change with temperature at constant pressure
The implementation of a TCES system will require the storage of the material under certain
defined conditions of pressure and temperature. The thermochemical process under study
involves an important change in the temperature but a minor one in terms of pressure, so the
influence of this parameter can be neglected. An approximation to the values of enthalpy at
the required temperature can be made by the Kirchhoff´s law of thermochemistry, which
allows to evaluate the heat of reaction at one temperature by measurement at a different
temperature, the last one easily measurable.
With the enthalpy of products and reactants at standard conditions
∆𝐻 = 𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 − 𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠

(14)

Differentiating with absolute temperature will give

[

𝜕(∆𝐻)
𝜕𝑇

] =[
𝑃

𝜕𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
𝜕𝑇

] −[
𝑃

𝜕𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝜕𝑇

]

𝑃

(15)

But the second and third components correspond to 𝐶𝑝(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠) and 𝐶𝑝(𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠) . This leads
finally to Equation 16, which is known as the Kirchhoff equation:
[

𝜕(∆𝐻)
𝜕𝑇

] = 𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 − 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 = ∆𝐶𝑝
𝑃

(16)

If Cp is considered constant for a specific range of temperatures, the direct integration
between T1 and T2
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∆𝐻2

𝑇2

∫ 𝑑(∆𝐻) = ∫ ∆𝐶𝑝𝑑𝑇
∆𝐻1

𝑇1

∆𝐻2 − ∆𝐻1 = ∆𝐶𝑝(𝑇2 − 𝑇1 )
∆𝐻2 = ∆𝐻1 + ∆𝐶𝑝(𝑇2 − 𝑇1 )
So, the enthalpy at a temperature different than standard conditions can be calculated by
knowing the specific heat of reactants and products. For the reaction under study:
∆𝐶𝑝 = [𝐶𝑝𝐶𝑎𝑂 + 𝐶𝑝𝐻2𝑂 ] − 𝐶𝑝𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2
∆𝐶𝑝 = [50.50 + 34.6] − 107.4 = −93.3𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙𝐾
For the Calcium hydroxide reaction and defining the equilibrium temperature at 546 °C, the
enthalpy of the process is given by
∆𝐻793,15 𝐾 = ∆𝐻298,15 𝐾 + ∆𝐶𝑝(793,15 − 298,15)𝐾
∆𝐻793.15 𝐾 = -67.70 kJ/mol.
The same procedure is applied to other materials for comparison and a summary is shown in
Table 9.
Table 9. Reaction enthalpy at equilibrium temperature
Ca(OH)2

LiOH

CaCO3

CaH2

Standard enthalpy [kJ/mol]

-57.56

-130.074

-179.17

-181.5

Equilibrium temperature [°C]

520

924

650

950

Enthalpy at eq. T [kJ/mol]

-67,70

-141.44

-181.90

200.09

From Table 9 is possible to see the different equilibrium temperatures and corresponding
reaction enthalpy. According to literature data, the lowest equilibrium temperature was
always chosen. The equilibrium temperature will indicate in our study the minimum
temperature required for the material to undergo a thermochemical reaction, this is, the
minimum temperature requirement to charge the storage. From a purely energetic
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perspective, Calcium Carbonate and Calcium Hydride are theoretically able to deliver the
highest amount of energy per unit mol. As we already know, a more important consideration
is the VEC calculated in Section 4.4, where also the density and molecular weight of each
material are considered.
Another aspect of this calculations is that the Cp of each material is taken as a constant value
in a defined temperature range. This can lead to uncertainties in the model but unfortunately,
no temperature-dependent functions were found. As a note, the ideal situation would be to
perform a calorimetric analysis, when high accuracy is required.
The previous analysis allowed to define the theoretical amount of energy released in a
thermochemical process. Next section will specify in how much time the thermochemical
process will take place.
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6.3.

Reaction kinetics

The thermodynamic properties of the system were described previously but the analysis
cannot be completed without referring to the kinetic properties. While thermodynamics
indicates if the process can occur or not from an energy perspective, the chemical kinetics
say at which rate the reaction takes place, and if this rate is compatible with the required
application. Many processes take place at such low rates that is hard to evidence that a process
is occurring. For instance, the oxidative rustling of iron can occur at normal outdoor
conditions but it can take many years to be evidenced. In this example, the oxidation is
thermodynamically favored, but the rate of the reaction is low. Kinetic studies complement
the thermodynamic studies and vice versa.
The rate of a reaction is mainly dependent on
•
•
•
•
•

Temperature
Pressure
Concentration
Reaction order
Presence of a catalyst

More detail on how these parameters influence a chemical reaction can be found in most
physical chemistry textbooks, as it is beyond the scope of this work to describe them. The
kinetics of the system will be analyzed next as 2 separated steps, dehydration of Calcium
Hydroxide or charging and Hydration of Calcium Oxide or discharge but first, the basic
kinetic aspects of the reaction will be highlighted.
6.3.1. Rate equation and order of reaction
A chemical reaction is described by a rate equation, that links both concentration and reaction
rate [75]. For the reaction
𝐴 + 𝐵 → 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
The rate equation is expressed as
𝑟 = 𝑘[𝐴]𝑥 [𝐵]𝑦

(17)

Where x and y are the partial reaction orders and (x + y) equals the overall reaction order, r
is the velocity in units of mol L-1 s-1 and k is the reaction rate constant and its unit depend on
the reaction order. The reaction order, the index to which the concentration term in the rate
equation is elevated to, is determined only by experimentation. Chemical reactions can
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follow a cero, first, second and pseudo-first order kinetic having all of them different analysis
procedures. For the reaction under study here, it has been experimentally demonstrated that
it follows a first-order kinetic [76] and the expression of velocity would be
𝑟 = 𝑘 ∙ [𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2 ]
In this case, for a first order reaction, the unit of the rate constant is s-1.
In chemical kinetics, the most used empirical relation to describe these systems is the
Arrhenius equation and is used to determine the rates of both forward and reverse reaction
and the dependence on the absolute temperature, in reversible systems, according to:
𝐸𝑎

𝑘 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑅𝑇

(18)

That can be also expressed as
𝑙𝑛(𝑘) = −

𝐸𝑎
𝑅

1

∙ (𝑇) + 𝑙𝑛 𝐴

(19)

with
𝐽
]
𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝐽
𝑅 = 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 8.314 [
∙ 𝐾]
𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝐸𝑎 = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 [

𝐴 = 𝑝𝑟𝑒 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 −1
𝑘 = 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 −1
In laboratory studies, these experiments can be performed by thermogravimetric analysis.
The activation energy, Ea and the gas constant, R, are constant values. By plotting k at
different temperatures, a line with negative slope is obtained.
The velocity of a reaction is defined as the disappearance or consumption or the specie [C]
with respect of time, t, and the differential form is expressed as:
−𝑑[𝐴]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟 = 𝑘 ∙ [𝐶]

(20)

And the integral form

𝑙𝑛[𝐴] = −𝑘𝑡 + 𝑙𝑛[𝐶]0
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(21)

Where,
[C]0 is the initial amount of a reactant
[C] is the remaining unreacted at time t
By knowing the rate constant as a function of the temperature and the initial amount of
reactant, the remaining non-reacted fraction over time can be predicted. For first order
reactions, the rate is independent of the initial amount of material. This concept is related to
the half-life of a material, given by

𝑡1/2 =

𝑙𝑛(2)
𝑘

(22)

According to this, it will take the same amount of time for [C] to decrease from 1kg to 0.5kg
as for [C] to decrease from 10 kg to 5 kg. The understanding of these concepts is fundamental
when designing a storage system based in chemical reactions.

6.3.2. Dehydration of Ca(OH)2
To minimize the energy input to the storage unit, the system should be designed to dehydrate
at the lowest possible temperature. The dehydration will be faster at and above the
equilibrium temperature. As no experimental work was performed during the development
of this thesis, the equilibrium conditions for pressure and temperature for the calcium
hydroxide reaction were taken from the works of Barin et. Al. by using the following
expression [77].
𝑃𝑒𝑞 = 2.3 ∙ 108 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

10607
𝑇

)

(23)

According to this relation, when the solid is heated up, the water vapor pressure starts to
increase as a result of the decomposition into CaO and water. Different equilibrium
conditions have been found for this reaction, all of them between 500 and 550 °C and 1 bar.
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Below, Figure 18 shows the dehydration constant for different temperatures near the
equilibrium conditions and shows the equation that describes the process [76]. According to
this, the rate constant at equilibrium conditions, 500 °C is 0.0405 s-1. In this study, the kinetics
where studied in the range of 400 to 550 °C.
-2.0
-2.5
y = -6656.4x + 5.3082
R² = 0.9266

ln(k)

-3.0
-3.5
-4.0
-4.5
-5.0
0.00125

0.00130

0.00135 0.00140
1/T [K]

0.00145

0.00150

Figure 18. Experimental determination by Criado et. Al. of the relationship between the
dehydration rate constant and the temperature, measured at a water vapor pressure of 0 kPa
[76].
Another study conducted by Yan et. Al. shows that the relevant dehydration process starts
only at temperatures above 350 °C [78]. According to this study, relevant reaction occurs
only at temperatures above 350 °C and water is completely released when the temperature
reaches 470 °C.
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6.3.3. Hydration of CaO

Same as for the dehydration step, Figure 19 below gives the temperature dependence of the
rate constant for the hydration process. In this reference, it is expected a high degree of error
due to the small number of experimental measurements and given the small magnitude of the
rate constant.

Figure 19. Experimental determination of the relationship between the hydration rate
constant and the temperature, measured at a water vapor pressure of 45 kPa [76].
Based on these results, the rate constant for the recombination of CaO and water to form
Ca(OH)2 is 0.0257 s-1, around half the value of the direct reaction constant.

6.3.4. Charge and discharge at 500 °C
Knowing the rate constant at the temperature of interest, 500 °C, an estimation of the reaction
velocity can be performed. For a normalized amount of material, the results are shown in
Figure 20. If a sufficiently high enough heating rate is considered to make the amount of
material converted before the bulk material temperatures reaches 500 °C neglectable, the
reaction will proceed at most in 5 minutes, and as described before, independently of the
amount of material. Even when the rate constant is not the same for the direct and forward
process, the reaction curves are very similar.
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Once the bulk material reaches uniformly the equilibrium temperature, both direct and
reverse reactions would take place in a matter of minutes, able to absorb and deliver heat in
a rapid way.
1

Normalized Ca(OH)2

0.8

0.6
Charge
Discharge

0.4

0.2

0
0

1

2

3
time (min)

4

5

6

Figure 20. Velocity of the direct and reverse reaction of a normalized amount of Ca(OH)2
at 500 °C.
From a kinetic perspective, the reaction under study does not present any drawback. The
velocity is compatible with CSP applications, with a rapid dehydration of Ca(OH)2 and a
rapid hydration of CaO. The heating rate will have a key role in the activation of the process,
limiting or bursting the kinetic performance.
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6.4.

Analysis of thermochemical and kinetic properties

After the thermochemical and kinetic evaluation of the Calcium hydroxide reaction was
performed, the conclusion is that both the energy released is high enough and that the rate of
the reaction is compatible with CSP applications. It is also concluded that the limiting step
in a thermochemical system would be mainly the heat transfer process from a HTF such as
MS to the TC material and from this material to water. This means that for both charge and
discharge of a theoretical system, sensible heat transfer process is also involved. This can be
summarized as:
𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆 = 𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒃𝒍𝒆 𝑯𝑻 𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒑 + 𝑻𝑪 𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒑

𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆 = 𝑻𝑪 𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒑 + 𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒃𝒍𝒆 𝑯𝑻 𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒑

(24)

(25)

The TC step proceeds at a high rate, evidencing the potential advantages of thermochemical
reactions over sensible and latent heat-based systems, but still, a TCES system will require a
sensible heat transfer step during charge and discharge. The sensible heat transfer step will
be evaluated further in the next sections.
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7. Heat transfer study
In this section the heat transfer process from the HTF to the thermochemical material will be
evaluated. For this purpose, a computational fluid dynamics software will be used to study
the heat exchange process. The main goal in this section is to answer the question: how long
does it take for the TC material to achieve the minimum operating temperature? Using a
simplified system, this study will provide hints for further work on system integration.

7.1.

Finite element method

The problem presented above can be solved by means of the Finite Element Method (FEM).
This is a powerful method for numerical solutions of partial differential equations and is
currently widely applied to solve engineering and mathematical problems [79]. The method
proceeds by dividing a big, complex problem into smaller, simpler parts called finite
elements. These finite elements are modeled by simple equations which are later assembled
together into a larger system of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) that models the entire
problem. The validity of these PDEs is specified under a boundary system, as shown below
in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Schematic of the finite element method methodology.

A variety of software have been developed based in this method. The one chosen for this
study is COMSOL Multiphysics. The software allows to use physics interfaces describing
heat transfer, fluid flow and chemical reactions, among others. Detailed information about
finite volume method and similar research can be found elsewhere [80] [81].
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7.2.

Model construction

The construction of the numerical model comprises several steps. These steps are presented
next.
7.2.1. Geometry definition
The process starts by constructing the geometry to be studied. In this case, the design
considers a simple geometry of a pipe inside a cylinder as shown in Figure 22. The cylinder
is 1.5 m high and the diameter of the base is 1.0 m. Here, the molten salts flow inside the
inner pipe (20 cm diameter) and transfer the heat to the stationary thermochemical material
inside the cylinder. For heat transfer estimations, it is necessary to assign a specific material
to the pipe and to the cylinder walls. In the first case, a highly conductive material is desired
with a high thermal conductivity coefficient. For the walls of the cylinder, the opposite is
needed, and insulation is required. The selected outer material of the tank is steel with
insulation and the material of the pipe is highly conductive cooper. In this case, the cylinder
acts as both storage and heat exchanger.

Figure 22. 3D geometry of the studied energy storage system
The dimensions of the tank have been defined to act as a modular storage unit. The aspect
ratio has been defined based on the Works of Fopah Lele [12]. The pipe diameter corresponds
to 1/5 of the outer cylinder’s diameter. The HTF flows from top to bottom and for
simplification is considered as a constant rate, high temperature and high velocity flow.
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7.2.2. Domains and Boundary conditions

For a time-dependent study, the solution of the problem involves differential equations and
requires the system to have well defined and suitable boundary conditions. Through the use
of numerical methods, is possible to assign different characteristics to specific corresponding
boundaries in the geometry that are described by physic equations. This sort of analysis can
be computationally demanding and in general, processing power can be saved by means of a
simplified geometry. This allows the model to be easily tested and improved or refined, so
to provide screening results fast. Because of this, the 3D geometry showed in Figure 22 was
simplified to its 2D equivalent in Figure 23.
Figure 23 shows a 2D geometry where the domains are defined, and each boundary is
identified with a number (1-10). The solid domains represent the thermochemical material
and the equations defining this domain are different to the ones used in the fluid domain,
represented by the HTF.

Figure 23. Boundary conditions applied to the 2D geometry

In this geometry, the boundaries surrounding the central rectangle are the key ones.
Boundaries 6 and 5 represent the inlet and outlet of the fluid and special definitions must be
applied. Similarly, trough boundaries 4 and 7 the main heat transfer occurs, as they are shared
boundaries between the domains.
Boundaries 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 and 10 are in direct contact with the surroundings and an insulation
boundary is applied for the heat to be preserved in the tank. Based on the requirements of
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the study, each line segment labeled corresponds to a boundary which is characterized by a
specific condition. A summary is presented in Table 10.
Table 10. Boundary conditions applied to 2D geometry and description
Boundary condition

Applies to

Thermal insulation

Description
-

1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10

Temperature

6

838 K

Outflow

5

Fluid exit

Thin Layer

4, 7

Wall

4, 7

Heat conductive layer
Interface between fluid and stationary
material

Inlet

6

Velocity inlet: 0.796 m/s

Outlet

5

Outlet of fluid

Each boundary condition allows to specify the characteristics of the material. For instance,
the “Temperature” boundary condition allows to specify the temperature of the incoming hot
fluid, as well as “Inlet” allows to define the fluid velocity.
The temperature of the fluid was set as 838 K, the normal MS operating temperature for most
CSP plants. Similarly, a MS flow of 500 kg/s was defined, but as a 2D model was used, the
figures for 3D fluids need to be converted according to

𝑚̇ = 𝜌 ∙ 𝑣̇ = 𝜌 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ 𝐴 = 𝑗𝑚 ∙ 𝐴
Where,
ṁ: 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (
kg
ρ: density ( 3 )
𝑚

𝑘𝑔
)
𝑠

𝑚3
𝑣̇ : 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( )
𝑠
2
𝐴: 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑚 )
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(26)

In this way, the mass flow rate of MS is transformed to the velocity of the fluid which is
0.796 m/s.
A Multiphysics coupling interface between heat transfer and fluid flow was required to solve
the problem. The equations governing the domains and boundaries are presented in Appendix
C.

7.2.3. Material properties
The software COMSOL Multiphysics integrates a database of materials and their properties
that can be used for the simulations. In this study, the materials required are not included so
their properties had to be collected through a literature research and integrated into the
material library in the software. Some of these properties are taken as a single value while,
when possible, the temperature dependent properties were introduced. The material
properties shown in Table 7 and Table 9 were used.

7.2.4. Mesh definition
Mesh generation is a fundamental part of a Finite Element Method analysis. This technique
allows to divide a complex problem into smaller parts and this allows to the solve the problem
in an easier way.
The creation of a suitable mesh for the study is an essential parameter to get accurate results.
A finer mesh will give higher definition to the system but depending on the characteristics of
it, higher or lower levels of definition will be required. In the problem here treated, high
definition is desirable in the boundary between the fluid and the thermochemical material to
better describe the heat transfer process. This can be easily seen in Figure 24, where the
mesh is finer in the center and wider towards the edges.
A scan of different mesh sizes was performed, from fine to coarse. The final mesh was
defined by the point where a finer mesh did not provide better results, this is, where no
considerable difference in results was appreciated. A sufficiently fine mesh to guarantee
reliable results while still not too fine to avoid extra computational resources was preferred.
The final mesh was a coarse, free triangular mesh like the one shown below.
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Figure 24. Mesh definition for the 2D geometry: free triangular

7.3.

Heat transfer analysis

A time-dependent study of the heat transfer from MS to the metal oxide was performed. In
this study, many simplifications apply. First, the HTF is molten salts and are assumed to be
at constant, high temperature, high velocity (2D study) and following a laminar regime. This
assumption is justified by the fact that the heating process of molten salts in a power tower
is currently widely known and figures for the abovementioned parameters can be found
elsewhere, as specified in 3.2.1. Under these circumstances, a rather ideal case of heat transfer
is evaluated. The parameters for the MS are specified in Table 11.
Table 11. Molten Salts properties defined in the heat transfer model
Property
Temperature
Density
Cp
Viscosity
Thermal conductivity

Value
838
2263.641-0.636*T
1396.044+0.172*T
0.000911
0.45

Unit
K
kg/m3
J/(kg*K)
Pa*s
W/mK

The temperature has been set as the highest for a standard mixture 40% KNO3 and 60%
NaNO3. The density and specific heat are defined as temperature-dependent functions to
account for changes in these properties due to the wide range of temperature studied. In the
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model the fluid is set as a weekly compressible flow with an inlet velocity of 0.76 m/s and
the outlet with suppressed backflow. Under these conditions, a constant heat flux is delivered
to the Ca(OH)2 during the whole studied time.
Once the model was settled, the study was performed with Calcium Hydroxide. The
equilibrium temperature is below the maximum operating temperature reached by molten
salts. As a comparison, same is the case with CaCO3 but not with CaH2 and LiOH, whose
equilibrium temperatures are high above the decomposition temperature of typical molten
salts.
As there is a high level of uncertainty regarding the thermal conductivity of the studied
materials due to insufficient data and also, considering the high impact of this parameter on
the result, 2 scenarios were analyzed, where the low and high value of the thermal
conductivity is studied. The model was run and the results for the Ca(OH)2 activation are
shown at times 10000 and 20000 s for low conductivity cases in Figure 25 and high
conductivity in Figure 26.
The temperature profile in the reactor can be seen, showing the transfer of heat to areas
further away from the central heating tube. The heat transfer appears to be uniform in all the
length of the tube, as well as the HTF barely decreases its temperature. This is due to the
characteristics given to the fluid. For the low conductivity scenario, a value of 0.4 W/mK
was used for Ca(OH)2. Under these conditions, the average temperature of the material barely
reaches 400 K after 10000 s and there is no significant improvement by doubling the exposure
time.

Figure 25. Heat transfer in the reaction tank for the low conductivity (k=0.4 W/mK)
scenario for Ca(OH)2. Results after 10000 and 20000 s of thermal contact.
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In the high thermal conductivity scenario (5 W/mK), the average material matrix reaches
temperatures of 550 K at 10000 s and the temperature is further increased up to 650 with
20000 s of thermal contact. The influence of the thermal conductivity is evident. In this case,
a different heat transfer profile can be seen. Higher increase on the top of the reactor and low
on the bottom.

Figure 26. Heat transfer in the reaction tank for the high conductivity (k=5.0 W/mK)
scenario for Ca(OH)2. Results after 10000 and 20000 s of thermal contact.
The effect of the previous analysis is easily observed in Figure 27. The plot of the average
bulk Ca(OH)2 temperature increase as a function of time is shown, where is possible to see
that in neither of both scenarios the material can reach the charging temperature after 20000
s, around 5 and a half hours of constant, high temperature contact with MS. The low case
scenario shows that with natural Ca(OH)2 the material is far away from being able to be
applied to CSP processes. In the best case and after important material improvement, a
thermal conductivity in the order of 5 W/mK could be achieved, a number that according to
this study, is still low for efficient high temperature energy storage applications, with the
studied geometry.
In the low case scenario, the temperature increase after more than 5 hours of thermal contact
is around 68 °C, resulting in a final temperature of 188 °C. In this condition, not even the
minimum temperature where water starts being released is reached. For the high value of k,
the average material temperature reaches 357 °C, just a few degrees more above the minimum
decompositions temperature, but assumingly, not sufficient to maintain the reaction.
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Figure 27. Time plot of the temperature increase as a function of time for k=0.4 W/mK
(low) and k=5 W/mK (high)
The poor heat transfer characteristic of the system is also observed when a temperature
profile over time of the molten salts is analyzed. As shown in Figure 28, the average
temperature of the salts outlet after 20000 s is 795 K, representing only 30 K decrease with
respect to the inlet at 838 K.
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Figure 28. Molten salts inlet and outlet temperature profile
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In this particular geometry, the short length of the thermal contact between heat source and
sink does not benefit the heat transfer process. In the same way, the heat extraction from the
salts is not efficient and might represent a problem when these salts at high temperature are
returned to the tower’s receiver, where the salts can be heated at temperatures above their
decomposition point. Another alternative would be to drive the exhaust salts directly to the
main heat exchanger of the steam cycle, reducing in this way the power generation in the
turbine.
The previous represents a simplified approach to a TCES system. As the outcome is strongly
influenced by the geometry used, this will be studied further by performing a parametric
analysis.
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8. Parametric study
In order to provide a more realistic approach of a CSP-coupled storage system, different
dimensions of the previously described geometry will be analyzed together with the influence
of the inlet velocity. In this new analysis, the length of the tubes is fixed as 13 m. The reason
behind is that this is the optimal lenght at which the pumps in MS-TES operate. The MS inlet
temperature to the inner tube is fixed as 838 K. Compared to the previous analysis, the outerto-inner tube ratio is lowered down from 5 to 1.5 and 1.33 with the main aim to find a system
that can be charged in a time compatible with storage applications. The inputs for the
parametric analysis are shown below in Table 12. The systems studied are labelled from A –
D, where A is the system already analyzed, while B, C and D represent the new outer-toinner tube ratios.
Table 12. Parametric analysis details systems A - D
System

Outer tube diameter [cm]

Inner tube diameter [cm]

A
B
C
D

100
20
30
8

20
15
20
6

Ratio
5
1.5
1.33
1.33

For system B, the estimated time where the average Ca(OH)2 temperature reaches the
activation temperature is 10500 s, near 3 hours of thermal contact when the inlet fluid
velocity is 0.01 m/s. When the fluid velocity goes down to 0.001 m/s, the activation
temperature is reached at 39000 s, this is, almost 11 hours of thermal contact, a value far
away from possible in a CSP facility which operates at full during around 10 hours max. The
relation between time and temperature can be seen in Figure 29. The effect of the inlet
velocity is strong.
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Figure 29. Activation temperature vs time for system B
For system C and with a high fluid velocity, the activation occurs after 21000 s, 5.8 hours
which is still possible but with 0.001 m/s, the activation temperature is not reached even after
12.5 hours as shown in Figure 30. The curve shows a similar behavior as the one showed for
system B.
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Figure 30. Activation temperature vs time for system C
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When the aspect ratio is kept (1.33) but with different inner and outer tube diameters, it can
be seen that the material can be charged in an even lower time. Here, the main difference is
given by the fact that a smaller inner tube will mean that more tubes can be used, increasing
the amount of material that can be stored but at the same time, requiring a more complex
network of tubes in the storage system. In Figure 31, the activation temperature is reached at
4000 s, slightly lower than in the previous case, meaning that in a bit more than 1 hour the
system could be completely charged. The same is observed with the low velocity but at 23000
s. The shape of the curve in this case shows a more abrupt change in slope after the thermal
equilibrium is achieved in the storage material, driven by the increase in heat transfer area
available.
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Figure 31. Activation temperature vs time for system D
If we consider that a CSP facility operates in general when sun is shining and that in average,
9-10 hours of sunshine are available to charge the system (without considering specific
design aspects), fluid inlets below 0.01 m/s are too low for the geometry under study.
In terms of the geometry, a higher ratio will provide more volume for storage material and
will result also in higher storage capacity. The previous analyses assume that a continuous
flux of hot molten salts is available throughout the day, which is not accurate and will depend
on what the storage is designed to deliver.
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A summary of the activation time for each system is presented below in Table 13.
Table 13. Summary of activation time for storage systems B to D
System

ratio

B

1.33

C

1.5

D

1.33

velocity flow [m/s]

time charge [h]

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01

2.9
10.8
5.8
11.1
1.1

0.001

6.3
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9. Components cost
To perform a cost estimation, the analysis will continue by calculating how many modular
units each system (B – D) require, the energy that can be stored in each system and the
requirements in terms of materials. The conceptual assembling of multiple units to form the
actual storage system is represented in
Figure 32.

Figure 32. Conceptual assembly of storage and heat exchanger units
Here, the inlet MS fluid is divided into several tubes passing through a Ca(OH)2 bed (top to
bottom). These tubes are packed together and stored inside a bigger storage tank, minimizing
heat loss. Each external tube is provided with an outlet on the top, to allow the produced
water vapor to flow up and leave the external tube, condense and be stored in a separate tank
during charge mode.
During discharge, water from the separate storage is added to the external tube, either all at
once or by controlling the stoichiometric amount required to react, to have 2 different
discharge modes:
When 100% of the materials react, they would release all at once the equivalent reaction heat.
This would represent a continuous decrease in peak power, as the sensible heat delivered
would be constantly decreasing.
On the other hand, the water inlet can be controlled to react and release only the amount of
heat required at a specific moment, and leaving unreacted material to undergo the reaction
afterwards, when required.
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9.1.

Main storage system

Using the typical figures for MS TES with mass flow rates around 500 kg/s and pipe diameter
of 0.5334 m [80] the number of exchanging units can be calculated using the inlet velocity υ
and the cross-section area A, to obtain the number of tubes N required as:

𝑣1 ∙ 𝐴1 = 𝑣𝑥 ∙ 𝐴𝑥 ∙ 𝑁 (26)
𝑚

𝑚

𝑠

𝑠

𝑣1 = 1.3 ; 𝐴1 = 0.5 𝑚; 𝑣𝑥 = 0.01 ; 𝐴𝑥 = 0.2 𝑚
𝑁 = 812 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑠
Based on the number of tubes required for each system, the cost of the storage unit can be
estimated.
As the storage system needs to be designed to handle temperatures of around 600 °C and the
alkaline media of reaction, stainless steel without any temperature coating was chosen for the
tubes. The geometry considered is cylindrical. Steel plates thickness for fabricating the tanks
are used in the standard thickness of 63.5 mm as used by Abengoa [65]. Foundation and
insulation for the whole tank were considered according to values shown in Annex 1 and the
following equation:
𝐶𝑇𝐶𝐸𝑆 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙 + 𝐶𝑓𝑑𝑡𝑛 + 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑠 + 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟

(27)

Below in Table 14, a summary of the calculations performed is shown. For systems B, C and
D, the number of tubes, the total steel mass, the unit cost of each tube, external tank and total
cost for the storage tank is shown. It can be seen that a higher outer/inner tube ratio results
in a higher cost for unit tube, due to the larger amount of steel required. At the same time, a
higher ratio is less efficient for the heat exchange process and represents longer charging
times.
The selection of a system will depend on the desired application of the storage and of the
market conditions. If the aim is to supply power during peak hours, in a market where peak
power production is payed higher, then a small storage capacity that takes long to charge
might pay the investment. On the other hand, if the aim is to supply base line power, this
system is most likely too expensive as a solution. Factors such as sustainability regulations
can also affect the decision of investment in such type of storage systems, even in when the
economics are not favorable.
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Table 14. Design of the storage alternatives and cost estimation

ratio

vf [m/s]

N tubes

Area
total (or
steel
mass)

0.01

812.5

463.34

1286084.5

57247.2

47,799,412

0.001

8125

2247.8

6239200.6

57247.2

471,372,473

0.01

1444

401.1

1113376.8

39948.8

58,799,386

0.001

14444

1885.0

5232034.0

39948.8

582,251,923

0.01

9028

401.1

1113376.8

15914.1

144,785,872

0.001

90278

1885.0

5232034.0

15914.1

1,441,925,154

1.5

1.33

1.33

9.2.

Cost external
tank (USD)

Cost unit
(USD)

Total [USD)

Water storage tank

The system requires also a water storage tank, to maintain the hydration water separated from
the CaO after the reaction takes place. Following the stoichiometry of the CaO reaction, the
amount of water released during the reaction can be calculated. For each system, the amount
of water is shown in Appendix B. The water is assumed to be condensed before entering the
storage to avoid bulky storage. There, also the material required, and cost is shown. For the
calculations, a height of 7 m was defined, together with a cylindrical geometry. No insulation
is considered.

9.3.

Thermochemical material

With the previously defined storage volume, the required amount of CaO is calculated. The
reaction was assumed to take place 100% irreversibly and although this is probably
unrealistic, no information regarding this subject has been found. In general, the material cost
depends on the quality and characteristics such as purity, pore size, volume and density. The
country of origin and transportation also affects the overall cost. In this case, an average cost
was considered because there is no information about which specific type of CaO suits best
for the studied process. In terms of active TC material, the total cost is only given by the cost
of CaO:
𝐶𝑇𝐶𝑀 = 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑂
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(28)

9.4.

Molten salts

If and indirect TCES system is to be designed, then molten salts are the option as the HTF to
collect the solar heat and deliver it to the reaction tank. The volume required is only the one
needed to run through the pipes from the tower and through the heat exchanger to the steam
cycle. The total required volume depends on the pipe length and inner diameter and size of
the heat exchanger units. These values have been neglected in this study for being part of the
CSP facility.

9.5.

Operation and maintenance

The operation and maintenance of the proposed TCES would represent new challenges that
can be summarized as follows:
• Periodic inspection of the CaO bed for monitoring formation of CaCO3 due to CO2
leakages going to the inside of the tank.
• Monitoring of the water level in the tank.
• Water analysis for pH and dissolved solids
• Sintering analysis and reactivity losses, among others.

9.6.

Cost comparison with CSP

The total cost here is the sum of the cost associated to the reaction tank, water storage tank
and thermochemical material.
The SunShot initiative of the US DOE goals for TES are set as a comparison parameter.
According to that program, TES systems where the cost of the storage is below $15/kWhth
are considered to be fully competitive with traditional technologies [64].
For the studied system, the cost of the studied TCES system is mainly driven by the steel
cost, as shown below in Table 15. In order to make such a low thermal conductivity material
activated, extremely high contact areas are required. The cost of the storage system is above
98% in every case represented by the steel cost, which acts as storage and HEX unit at the
same time. A different trend for MS TES is observed, where the cost is mainly represented
both by the molten salts and HEX units.
Table 15. Components cost estimation for systems B, C and D
Component
storage unit
water tank

B
98.56%
1.21%

C
99.15%
0.73%
65

D
99.65%
0.30%

Component
Material
xTES MS

B
0.23%
7

C
0.12%
13

D
0.05%
32

When using the reference of $15/kWhth for current MS TES, the cost for systems B, C and
D represent 7, 13 and 32 times the cost per kWh thermal. Even if the analysis is simplified
and rough, it gives an idea of the cost and reinforces the importance of further development
to achieve efficient and cost attractive TCES systems.
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10.

Conclusion

The conceptual study of the TCES system highlighted an important number of advantages
but also drawbacks. In terms of materials, there are many chemical compounds that
theoretically comply with the basic requirements of this system, e.g., reversibility of the
reaction, high enthalpy, high temperature and high velocity. After a first analysis, it was
found that a TCES system requires more than this to replace or improve the current
technology. There are only a few studies in the subject and thermodynamic and kinetic
evaluations are almost negligible.
This work proposed an integration layout to use as a baseline and it was found that the heat
exchange process is one of the key challenges for this technology to develop further. In the
case studied where indirect heat transfer is used, the technology challenge is to effectively
transfer this heat to the solid metal bed, which requires the use of non-conventional heat
exchanger technology, like the one proposed here. The heat exchange process that delivers
the absorbed heat to the steam cycle requires the regeneration of the initial component with
uncertainties for the reversibility of the reaction at big scale and the performance of the heat
transfer process from the solid metal bed back to the HTF and from there, to the steam cycle.
Although it was not studied here, material stability is a major concern. Sintering is the major
complication, causing the material to compact due to exposure to heat or pressure and causing
active surface loss, leading to the reduction of the material thermochemical cycle activity.
For this reason and the ones mentioned before, is important to have experimental campaigns
to evaluate these problems and validate models.
The benefits of the deployment of this technology come in the form of reduced size, lower
losses, lower material cost and high availability. But for this, the previously mentioned
challenges need to be addressed.
Although the system here proposed does not capture the complexity of a real power cycle
system, it serves to highlight the challenges for this technology to be developed further. The
objective to map the requirements of such system was achieved and further studies should
aim at a more thorough integration analysis that can capture the complexity of a real system.
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10.1. Limitations and future work
There are some aspects of this work that can be further improved and that for time reasons,
were not addressed here, such as:
Influence of water advection in the model: the displacement of water from the reaction tank
is a process that extracts heat from the reactor, decreasing the available heat for storage.
Storage discharge: to complete the analysis and perform an overall evaluation of the system.
This would require a new conceptual design for the discharge: heat being transferred directly
from the thermochemical material to water or with MS as intermediate.
Reactor optimization: parameters like height and aspect ratio, as well as the geometry of the
heat transfer element, in order to increase contact area and heat transfer from MS.
Scaling up and CSP integration: in order to provide a fair comparison with current
technologies and design a system that can be integrated into CSP plants with detailed design
parameters.
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APPENDIX A: Material cost references
Material cost references
Material

Value

Unit

Reference

Stainless steel
Copper
Foundation
Insulation

5.43

USD/kg

[87] [65]

1211
235

USD/m2
USD/m2

[87] [65]
[87] [65]

BOS
Heat exchangers
Pumps

0.09
0.13
0.04

% of total
% of total
% of total

[27]
[27]
[27]

115.4
15000
250
2000
1000

USD/ton
USD/ton
USD/ton
USD/ton
USD/ton

[73]
[88]
[88]
[89]
[90] [74]

Ca(OH)2
LiOH
CaCO3
CaH2
Molten Salts
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APPENDIX B: Dimensioning of systems
B1. Dimensioning of system B
Parameter

Inner tube

Outer tube

Unit

l

13.0

13.0

m

r

0.100

0.075

m

V

0.408

0.230

m3

A_base

0.03142

0.018

m2

A_surface

8.231

6.161

m2

thickness

63.5

63.5

mm

steel V

0.523

0.391

m3

SS density

8050.0

8050.0

kg/m3

steel mass

4207.4

3149.5

kg

cost

22846.5

17102.2

USD

B2. Dimensioning of system C
Parameter

Inner tube

Outer tube

Unit

l

13.0

13.0

m

r

0.150

0.100

m

V

0.919

0.408

m3

A_base

0.07069

0.031

m2

A_surface

12.394

8.231

m2

thickness

63.5

63.5

mm

steel V

0.787

0.523

m3

SS density

8050.0

8050.0

kg/m3

steel mass

6335.2

4207.4

kg

cost

34400.6

22846.5

USD
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B3. Dimensioning of system D
Parameter

Inner tube

Outer tube

Unit

l

13.0

13.0

m

r

0.040

0.030

m

V

0.065

0.037

m3

A_base

0.00503

0.003

m2

A_surface

3.277

2.456

m2

thickness

63.5

63.5

mm

steel V

0.208

0.156

m3

SS density

8050.0

8050.0

kg/m3

steel mass

1675.2

1255.4

kg

cost

9096.7

6817.3

USD
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APPENDIX C: Multiphysics equations
C1: Governing equations for heat transfer Multiphysics interface

Heat transfer

Equation
𝜕𝑇
+ 𝑑𝑧 𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝑢 ∙ ∇𝑇 + ∇ ∙ 𝑞 = 𝑑𝑧 𝑄 + 𝑞0 + 𝑑𝑧 𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑑 ; 𝑞
𝜕𝑡
= −𝑑𝑧 𝑘∇𝑇
𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑧 𝜌𝐶𝑝
+ 𝑑𝑧 𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝑢 ∙ ∇𝑇 + ∇ ∙ 𝑞 = 𝑑𝑧 𝑄 + 𝑞0 + 𝑑𝑧 𝑄𝑝 + 𝑑𝑧 𝑄𝑣 ; 𝑞
𝜕𝑡
= −𝑑𝑧 𝑘∇𝑇
𝑑𝑧 𝜌𝐶𝑝

solid domain

fluid domain
initial values
thermal
insulation

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 , 𝑃𝑎𝑚𝑏

temperature

𝑇 = 𝑇0

−𝑛 ∙ 𝑞 = 0̈

−𝑛 ∙ 𝑞 = 0̈

outflow

C2: Governing equations for fluid flow Multiphysics interface
Fluid flow

Fluid
properties

Equation

𝜌

𝜕𝑢
2
+ 𝜌(𝑢 ∙ ∇)𝑢 = ∇ ∙ [−𝑝𝐼 + 𝜇(∇𝑢 + (∇𝑢)𝑇 ) −
]+𝐹
𝜕𝑡
3𝜇(∇ ∙ 𝑢)𝐼
𝜕𝜌
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢) = 0
𝜕𝑡

wall

𝑢=0

inlet

𝑢 = −𝑢0 ∙ 𝑛

outlet

𝑛𝑇 [−𝑝𝐼 + 𝜇(∇𝑢 + (∇𝑢)𝑇 ) − 2/3𝜇(∇ ∙ 𝑢)𝐼]𝑛 = −𝑝̂ 0 ≤ 𝑝0 , 𝑢 ∙ 𝑡 = 0
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